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The integration of issues from real-time database systems and mobile com
puting systems is a iK'w res('arcli area that aims to provide sup])ort for real
time reciuiremeiits of datalrase applications in a mobile computing environ
ment. Due to certain constraints of a mobile computing environment, such as
resource-poor mobile computers, low-bandwidth and unreliable wireless links,
and mobility of users/computers, various research issues in traditional real
time database systems nc'ed to be reconsidered. In tins thesis, we investigate
some of these' issues using a detailed simulation model of a mobile real-time
databcise management system. VVe propose a transaction execution model with
two alternative execut.ion stra.tegies and evaluate the pe'rformance of the sys
tem considering various mobile system characteristics. Peribrinance results are
provided in terms ol the haction of transactions that satisfy’ their deadlines.

LPords: Molnle Computing,
tion Model, Performance .Analysis.
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ÖZET
MOBİL GliİRÇEK ZAMANLI
BİH VIRLİTABANI SİSTEMİNDE
nAREKE'L IM'IREORMANSININ İNCELEMESİ

l'yi'saıı
Bilgisciyar ve Enionnatik Mühendisliği, Yüksek Lisans
Tez \'önetieisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. özgür Uluso^y
Ocak, 1998

Gerçek zamanh verital^anı sistemleri ve nıobil iijletim sistemleri ka,psammclaki
araştırma koıınlarmm entegrasyonu yeni bir araştırma dalı olup, veritabanı
uygulamalaı-ıum gerçc'k za.ma.nlı ihtiyaçlarını karşılama amaeını gütmektedir.
Mobil işletim sistemlerinin belirli ba,zı sımrlamalaiM; ka.yna.kça yetersiz nıobil
bilgisayarlar, düşük kapasiteli ve hata oranı yüksek telsiz hatlar, kullamcıların
ve/veya bilgisayarların hai'C'ki'tliliği gibi, bilinen gerçek za,inanlı veritabanı sis
temlerindeki birçok aı a.ştmna konnlarımn yeniden gözden geçirilmesini gerektirnıektedir. Bn tezd(\ nıobil gerçek zamanlı bir veritabanı sisteminin detaylı
bir siınnlasyon programı knllanılarak bu konuların lıazıları İncelenmektedir.
Sistemin perlormansı önerilen iki değişik işleme stratejisine sahip bir hareket
işleme modeli kullanılarak ve değişik nıobil sistem özellikleri dikkate alınarak
hesaplanmaktadır. Perlormaus sonuçları zaman sımrlamalarımn karşılanabilme
oranı baz almaralv verilnu'ktc'dir.

Anahtar hcHmelcr. Mobil işletim. Gerçek Za,inanlı Veritalıaniarı. Hareket
ModcTı, Perlörmaııs Analizi.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Recent clevelopinents in wireless cominunication technology and portable com
puters ha.ve resulted in the ('mergence of mobile coinpuliiig syslcms. In a mo
bile computing system, usc'is carrying portable (mobile) computers can access
database sei vices from any location.

Users are not required to maintain a

fixed position in the netwoi'k. 'L'lie links between mol)ile computers a.rid the
mobile sup))ort stations that provide wireless interface to mobile computers
can change dynamically. 'Ilic'refore, a mobile computing system can be viewed
as a dymunic type ol traditional distributed systems[l()]. Local yellow page's,
banking, trav('l information, ('lectronic magazines, electronic mail services, in
ventory ordei s are the examples of a.pplications that mobile computing systems
can support.
Mobile computers are usually small in size and poor in resource capabilities
relative to desktop computéi s. Many of them completely rely on mobile support
stations having scarce main-memory and no disk. On the oth<;r hand, thei'c'
are also some' mobile computers that hold cUitabases, and have consideral)le
processing power to suppoi t database operations.
Mobile computers use batteries as energy supply.

Batteries are rec|uirod

to be re|.)la.c('d or recha.rg('d freciuently which is rather inconvenient for users.
Network connectivity of a mobile computer is provided via a wirehrss link.
Wireless links vary too mneli in l)andwidth, and they are unrelial^le and costly.
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Another ('oustraiiit For a mobile computer is that it is moi'e prone to Failures
than a Fixc'd desktop computer.
The constraints that we have mentioned require the system designers to re
consider the issues in tradit.ional distributed systems, such as tra.nsaction pro
cessing, caching, replication, etc. Tiie limited battery capacity recpiires energy
elHcient solutions to the issues. A mobile computer is disconnected Frequently
in order to save battery eiK'igy and reduce communication costs. Disconnec
tions are dilFc'ient From Failures, because a disconnection can be anticipcited
and necessary actions cim be taken beForehand. Mobility of computers also
necessitates the location management of those computers. In order to contact
with a mobile computer, ¡1 is required to find out its current loca.tion.
Supporting i-eal-time ı■(^sρonse to underlying applications is another issue
that needs to be considerc'd in mobile computing systems as it is pointed out
in [23]. A rea.I-time datalurse system supports applications that have timing
constraints in terms of dc'a.dlines or j)eriods. SatisFying tire timing constraints
of such applications is the' primary goal of real-time datalrase systems.
In this thesis, we present a mobile real-time database system model that
takes into account the cou.sti-a.ints of mobile computing systems. A transaction
execution model we ha.v(' coiistruct('d for that system is implemented by a
simulation ju'ogram, and tlu' irerFormance of the system is analyzed to evaluate
the impact of various mobile system characteristics, such as the numbei' of
mobile hosts in the system, the handofl' proce.ss^, disconnection, and so on.
The organization of tin- thesis is as follows. In Chapte,r 2, we provide some
background information related to mobile computing systems and real-time
database management systmis. in (.lhapter 3, our mobile real-time database
system model is described in detail. In (Jhcipter 4, the simulation model and the
results of performance ex|)eri merits are presented. Conclusions are provided in
the last chapter.*

*Perfomiing ( lie necessary changes in configuration information when tlie connectivity of
a mobile coin])uter is switched liom one mobile support station to another.

Chapter 2
Background

2.1

Mobile Computing Systems

D

Mobile Host
Wireless Links

Wireless Cell

Figure 2.1: A Mobile Computing Sy.stem
A typical mobile computing system consists of a. number of mobile and fixed
hosts ( Figure 2.1). Fixed hosts are connected with each other via a fixed high
speed win'd network and constitute the Fixed part of the system. A mobile
host is ca.|)al)le of connecting to the fixed network via a wireless liidc. Some
of the fixed hosts called mobile support stations (MSSs) are augmented with a
wireless interface to communicate with mobile liosts. The geograpliical region
in which mobile hosts can communicate with an MSS is called tlui cell of that
ISS. A mobih' host is local to a.n MSS if it is inside the cell of the MSS.
An MSS acts as an inA'iTace between the local mobile hosts and the fixed
part of the lu'twork, and is responsible for Ibrwarding data. Iretween the local

3
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mobile hosts and the fixed network.
Due to mobility of users mobile liosts may cross the boundary betwcxm two
cells. Ill order to keep connectivity of a mobile ho.st to the fixed network a
handoff process needs to occur. During handoff the new c('Il’s MSS takes the
responsibility of the moliih' host IVom the old cell’s MSS. d’his process should
be transpaient to the user.
In traditional distributc-d systems it is assumed that the location of hosts
and the comu'ction between them do not change. In moliile computing systems,
mobility ol hosts invalida.l('s this assumption resulting in need for redesigning
algorithms d('veloped for I raditional distributed systems[4].
The location of a mobile host can be regarded as a data item that changes as
the user crossc's the bouinlary between two cells. At the fixed hosts, location
servers maintain the local ion database for location management.

Loca.tion

servers update the location da.ta. of a. mobile host when it changes its location
and answer tpieries on location data. In order to contact wiUi a mobile host we
first need to find out its loca.tion. Broadcast, central services, home bases, and
forwarding pointers are the primary mechanisms for determining the current
address of a u)obile compnt('r[

• BroadcasI: A search r<'<|uest is broadcasted to all network cells for the
mobile computer souglit.
• Ccnlral services: Tlu- current address for each mobile com|)uter is main
tained in a centralized database.
• Home bases: The cuiT('iit loca.tion of a. mobile host is only maintained at
its honu' location ser\'('r in which the mobile host is registered.
• Fommrding pointers: When a mobile host changes its location its new
address is deposited al the old location so tliat messages sent to the mobile
host can be forwardt'd to the new address. This method is among the
fastest methods.

Mobility of hosts also i('snlts in new application types like location depen
dent queri('s. The answer lo a. (|uery on local places, event.s, etc. can change
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according to location of tin- mol)i](' liost that submits the query. An example
of a location de|)enclent qiic'iy is “vvliere is the nearest restaurant?’h
Due to mobility, mobile hosts also encounter more heterogeneous network
connections.
Mobile liosts operate on l)atteries which are limited in energy.

It is ex

pected that the lifetime of a battery will increase only 20 % over the next 10
years[14]. Ih'ine, energy «onservatioii is an important issue in the design of
mobile computing systems.
Network bandwidtli is another major performance bottleneck for mobile
computing systems. For local area, networks Irandwidth is in the order of 10
Mbps, and for cellular netvvoi-ks it is in the order of 10 Kbps.
Due to limited battery power and the unavailability of wireless connection
mobile hosts can be freqiK'iitly disconnected.

Disconnections can be antici

pated and precautions can Ix' taken l)efore a disconnection occurs. Changing
signal strc'iiglh in a wireless network may help to predict a disconnection, and
a user may be able to preannounce the power down of the molrile host. Tims,
disconnections are differeni lhan failures. The (joda File System is an example
system that su|)ports disconnected oi)era.tion in a mobile environment[20|. In
Coda, important data are ca.ched bo'fore a disconnection, a.nd during discon
nection caclu'd data is used. Upon reconnection the cached data are reconciled
with the rc'plicated ma,st('i· copy.
In a mobile computing ('iivironment mobile hosts are more prone to failures
than fixed liosts. For mol)il(' liosts, the connection to the fixed part of the net
work is primarily provided through a wireless link. Wireless links are relatively
imrelia.l)le and have low bandwidtli constraints.

CHAPTER 2.
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Mobile Database System Issues

In a mol)ilc' computing eio ironmeut, the constra.int.s imposed by tlie mol)ile
computer hardware itself, wireless network technology, a.nd tlie mobility of
users and hosts affect the' design of datalra.se management systems. I'lxisting
protocols, models and algoiil lims for traditional database systems should Ire
revised in oirler to a,dapt to mobile computing envir()iiments.

2.2.1

Tiansaction Processing

A distribut('d transa.ction whose opera.tions are' f'.xecuted on mobile a.nd/or
fixed hosts of a mobile com|)iiting system is called a. mobile Ireuisuclion. A
mobile tra,iisaction is usually initiated by a, mobile host and submitted to the
system. Dui'ing execution of the transaction if there is no need for mobile host
interaction tlu'ii the molrih' host may disconnect itself from the network in order
to save power or reduce tin' cost of wireless connection. However, disconnection
is not always voluntary and it can also be due to unavallalrility of network
connection al. some places. Supporting the execution of a mobile transaction
while discoiiiK'cted is an important issue for transaction management in mobile
computing systems.
Due to low bandwidth wireless channels and discoimection of mobile hosts,
execution of mobile tra.nsactions can take a substantial amount of time. Also,
due to mobility, the dista.iic(' Iretwec'n a. client and an information pi’ovidei· is not
fixed. Tlterefore, in order to i ('cluce communication cost and improve response
time, transactions may b(' relocated. Mobility can also .cause transactions to
access heterogr'neous database systems.
A possil)l(' ('xecution strategy for mobile transactions is discussc'd in [28]. A
transaction is submitted by a mobile host to its mobile support station, it is
executed on the fixed part of the system, and then the result is returned to
the mobile host. A inobih' host ma.y disconnect itself from the network after
it submits the transaction to perform some other task. This approach dex's
not su])poil tli(' interactions with the mobile host (e.g., getting input from the
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user), a.ncl transactions that involve data at mobile host.
A mobile I ransaction execution model that supports the so called weak op
erations is proposed in [17. 18]. In this model, the database is divided into
clusters ol scMiiantically rc'laXi'd or closely located data. All data items inside
a cluster ai'e r('C|uired to Ix' I’ldly consistent. But, degrees of inconsistency are
allowed among data, at dilferent clusters. When the lack of strict consistency
can be tolei a.(.('d by the semantics of an application, to ma.xiniize local pro
cessing in a cluster and rc-dnce network access, the user is allowed to interact
with locallv' available consistent data. Therefore, weak read and weak write
operations that operate on locally consistent data, are inti'oduced. Standard
read and writ.c' operations aie Ccdled strict rea.d and strict write operations.
Locally consistcnit data a.r<' accessed by issuing wea.k trcUisactions that consist
only of weak r('a.d and weak wril.e o|)erations, and globally consistent data are
accessed Iry issuing strict transactions that consist only of strict read and strict
write operations. Discomn'ctc'd opc'ration is supported by weak operations.
The mobile' transaction model proposed in [8] is an open-nested transaction
model that supports re|)orling transactions and co-transactions in order to
minimize c(jmnumication and maintenance costs by relocating transactions.
A mobile transaction consists of a set of relatively independent component
transactions wliich can into'rleave in any wa.y with other mobile tra.nsactions.
A reporting transaction is a component transaction of a mobile transaction T,
and it can share' its partial re'sults with 7 'while in execution. A co-transaction
is a reporting transaction in which control is passée:! IVom one transaction to
another at t he time of shai ing of tlie partial results. Reporting transactions
and co-transactions can re'leK-ate their execution from .one host to a.nother.
Disconnected operation is not supported in this model.
In [26], an approach for transactie)n processing in mobile database systems
tha.t uses olijee t semantie- iniormal.ion is pro|)osed.

Mobile transaction pro

cessing is vie'wed as a concimc'ncy and cache coherence problem. Disconnected
operation is supported by n1 ilizing object semantic iid’ormation to provide finer
granularity of caching and concurrency control and to allow for asynchronous
manipulation of the cacheil ob jects and unilateral commitment of transactions
on the mobile host.

CHAPTER. 2.
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Query Processing

In a mobile computing em iroument, pai'ameters to a query may be expressed
relative to the current location of a rnolrile host. Location ch'peiideut databases
maintain iiiroruuition about local services such a.s irdbrmatioii about motels,
restaurants, etc.

Location dependent c(ueries that are generated on these

datcdrases can leturn different results depending on the location of a mobile
host [10]..The answer to a (|uery may also change depending on the state of a
mobile host (i.(\, whether it is connected or disconnected).
Location information sloic'd in a. data.base may not be complete. Thereiore,
in order to answer a location dependent query, a.dditiona.l data acquisition may
be required diii'ing the nni time of the <;juery[13].
Query optimization teclmiques for mobile computing systems should con
sider the low bandwidth wireless liidvs and the limited battery power. Approxi
mate answers to queries a.re more acceptable in mobile environments than that
in traditional database systems due to constraints of mobile environments).'!].

2.2.3

Disconnection

As we discussed before, disconnection of a mobile host can be known belorehand. Ther('for(', some specia.l actions can be taken on behall ol active trans
actions.

Among tliose actions arc' migrating transaction process to a. fixed

computer, caching remote data that, is necessary for the continuation of trans
action execut ion, and transferring log records to a fixed computer.

CHAPTER 2.
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Data Broadcasting and Caching

Data Broadccisting

Due to low Ijaiidwidth and liiidtc'd power constraints of mol)il(' computing
environments, providing data, to massive numbers of mobile usivrs is a new
challenge to ı■('searchers.

1liei'e are two possible ways to provide data to the

users on the eommunication eliannx'l wliich consists of a downlink channel from
servers to clients and an unlink channel from clients to serversflbl:

• Data Broadcasting: Iboadcasting data on the downlink channe] periodi
cally. Since the cost of data. b]'oa.clcasting does not depend on the number
of users, bi-oadcasting the most frequently requested data is an effective
wa.y of pi'oviding data to molrile users.
• Interact i rr/On-Dana a d: Data are sent to the client on the downlink chan
nel u|)on a. request of elic'iit on the uplink channel.

Data In'oadca,sting teclini(|nes |)roposed in [15] mnltiple.x; inde.x informa
tion tha.t indicates the point of time in the broadcast channel when particidar
records are Ixioadcasted with data on the wireless channel. Thus, clients ma.y
remain in doze mode most of the tijne. In order to download the required data,
they tune in ixniodically to the broa.dcast channel. It is concluded that inde.x
based organization and acc(*ss to the data broadcasted over wireless channels
conserves battin-y energy.
The broadcast disks technique is proposed in [2] for non-unilbnrdy accessed
data. In this technique, data are partitioned into multiple ranges of sknilar
access probabilities. These> ranges are referred to as disks.

Chunks of data

Irorn diffpi'eni disks are mnitiple.xed to create the broadcast in such a way that
the chunks of the fast disks, disks'that consist of hot pa.ges, are repeated more'
often than t he' ( hunks of the' slow disks, disks that consist erf cold pages. It is
shown by simulation expei iments that significant improvement in performance
can be gaiiK'd by the broadcast disk. Also, the effects of the' broadcast disk on
the caching stmteigy are discussed.

CHAPTER 2.
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Caching

Ccicliing oC IV(M|ueiitly accc'ssi'd dal.a. items in mobile computing environments
is import,ant in order to reduce' contention on the low l)audwidth wireless cha.nnels. But, cacliiug in mobile' ('nviromnents affects the cache invalidation strate?gies due te> elisconnection anel mobility of mobile hosts.
When l)i'e)a.eh'asting is use-el to invalidate caches, a server periodically broa,elcasts an InviilulaJian reporl. An imvilidation report includes limiteel or partial
informatie)!! re'garding data e|ia.nges. Due to disconnection, a mobile host may
miss some eel the' invedidation re|)oi'ts, resulting in false invalidation of mobile
host cache. In tins case, the molrile' host rna.y invalidate its cache even if it is
valid.
In [5], thic'e' new cache invaiidation methods for mobile computing environmerits are irioposed. In tli('s(' strate'gies, the server periodically broadcasts an
invalidation report and the clients listen to these reports. Clients do not check
their caclie validity with tli<' server. Therefore, if the disconnection of a (dient
has been too long, false invaJidatiou may occur.
The scheiiK' proposed in [27] to inva.lidate caches checks the cache validity
with the servc'i·. if necessai y. In this scheme, the server partitions the datalrase
into a nuuilx'r of groups, and also dynamically identifies hot update set that
has been u|)daf('d in a grou|). After a reconnection, a mobile host checks its
cache vedidity with the sei'W'r at a group level to save uplink costs. The server
validcites a grou|) by excluding tfie hot updrde .set. It is (,'oncluded by simula
tion experiuK'iits that this scheme requires much less bandwidth for processing
queries, |)ar( icidarly if a mobile computer is occasionally disconnected for a
long period of time and most of the data objects are infrequently updated.
Two a.daptive caching algoritlims are proposed in [7]. The first one adapts
to changing ('nvironmental parameters by adjusting the \vindow size of the
/database according to changes in the false invalidation and update rates. 'Ihe
second OIK' dill('rs from tin' liist oiu' in that data, items arc' dynandcally jrartitioned into two groups, oru' consisting of hot items of ujxhrtes and the other of
cold items of updates. Dilferc'ut window sizes are assignted to the two groups
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dynarnicaJly on the basis ol' Feeclba.ck regarding the false iiivcdidation ratio of
client caclies.

2.3

Real-Time Database Management Systems

Applications ill a. real-time (lata.l)a.s(' s,ystem cvre supported b,y pi'ovidiug timely
access to tlie imderlyirig database. The reciuiremeiit of timely access of a.pplications coiiK's from the cliaract('ristics of the applications and/or the data
that they a.r<' accessing, for example, telephone switching systems, network
management systems, stock market, banking, airline reservation systems, etc.
require timely response, while accessing archival data and temporal data which
loses its validity after a certain time.
Tasks in a ı·('al-tiıne da.( abase system possess certain time constraints in
terms of [K'liods or deadline's, and the satisfaction of thesf' constraints is the
primary goal of the system.
Researcli issues in real-lime datal:iase systems are discussed in [16, 19, 24].
Most work doin' in the field involvc's the scheduling of transactions that liave
time constraints. The rest of the studies includes ma.naging I/O and buffers,
replication, se'curity, arid re'i'overy. In the following sections we concentrate on
the transaction scheduling and replication aspects of the real-time database
managemenl systems.

2.4

Transaction Scheduling

The objective' of scheduling policies in real-time database systems is to min
imize th(:' number of transactions tliat missed their deadlines. For most ap
plications it is also desirable to maintain the consistency of the underlying
data.base.
Scheduling of transactions is much harder than that in the conventional
database systc'ins due to the time constraints of the transactions.

Because,
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timely execiilion ol ti'ansaclious ro'quires a good estimate ol their worst-case
execution time' which is ral her cliilicult to obtain in database systems due to

• depend('iice of transa.c(,ion’s execution sequence on data values,
• da.ta and rc'source cojdlicts,
• I/O .sclK'duling and bidler management techniques,
• comnuinication delays and I'ailures, and
• rolllmcks and restarts arter ti’ansaction al)orts. etc [19, 16].

Factors tliat cluiracteri//' ti'ansactions in real-time database systems have in
fluence on tlie scheduling |)olicies. d'ransactions can be characterized cvccording
to the effect of nussing their dea.dlines:

• Hard deadline transact ions: Missing a deadline may result in a. catastrophe,
for a hard deadline transaction.
• Soft deadline transact ions: Soft deadline transactions have some value
even aft,('r t.heir deadlines. Even if a soft deadline transaction misses its
dea.dline it is allowed to complete.
• E'irni (l·(l(ÍU■n(:: transact ions:

Firm deadline transactions have no value

after tiu'ii· deadlines expire, d'luis, a transaction that missed its deadline
is aboi'Icd and permaiKMitly discarded from the sysfem.

Transactions can also b(' charercterized according to their data access types,
their arrival patterns, knowhxlge of data items to be accessed, cuid knowledge
and CPU and 1 /0 time to spend.
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Priority Assignment

Each real-tiiDC' |.ı·arısactioıı is a,ssigned a priority based on its tiniing constraint
and the value' of finishing il by its deadline. Priorities for real-time transactions
are used For coiiilict resolution and sclieduling of resources. Some of the policies
used For priority assignment in real-timeda.taba.se systems are [19. 1]:

• firsi comr first served'. The transaction with the earliest a.rrival time is
assigiK'd tli(' highest jjiiority. The primary weakness of this policy is that
it does not make use of dea,dliue informa.tiou.
• earliest deadlme first: d'he transaction with the earliest dea.dline is as
signed tli(' liighest priority.
• highest value first: TI k' transaction that imparts the highest value to the
system ill (urse of a succc'ssful termination has the highest priority.
• least stark time first:

I'lie slack time is an estimate of how long we ca.n

dela.y tlu' e.xecution of a. transaction and still meet its deadline. This polic.y
assigjis the highest priority to the transaction with the least slack time.

Priority assignment policy is important because it affects the performance
of transaction scheduling algorithms.

2.4.2

Concurrency Control

In real-time database systc'ins. For most a.pplications it is desirable to maintain
datcibase consistency whih' satisfying the timing constraints of transactions.
Serializalrility ensures the consistency of database by controlling tlie execution
of concurrenl transactions [6]. Concurrency control techniques resolve conflicts
between transactions that want to access the same data object at the same
time.
Concurrf'iicy control teclinicpies that use serializability as the correctness
criteria in real-time database systems are the time-cognizant extensions of lockI.

'

'

based, optimistic, and tirru'stamp based protocols that have been proposed for
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the coiiveiil,ioiia.l database svstenis.
Lock-basc'd protocols re(|iiire each transaction to obtain a slurred lock on
each data itc'in they read, and a.n exclusive lock on each data item tliey write.
Conflicting ı■('(.|uests are resolved by using priorities of conflicting transactions
resulting in transaction blocking or transaction aborts. The situation in which
a higher-|)riority transaction is l)locked lyy a lower-priority one during con
flict resolution is called prioriLy inversion.

The basic approaches proposed

for avoiding this situation aie called the Priority Inheritance and the Priority
Abort [24].
In the Ihioiity Inheritance a|)proach, the lower-priority transaction that
is blocking otlu'i· higher-prioi ity transactions inherits the highest priority of
the blocked tra.nscvctions until it releases the lock, inherited priority helps to
execute transaction faster r<'sulting in reduced blocking times for high ]:>riorit,y
transactions. But, u.nder high data contention the performance of the system
degrades rapidly, because in this situation priority inherita.nce results in most
transactions ('xc'cuting a,t I he same priority.
In the Priority Abort ap|)roach conflicts are resolved in favor of higherpriority transactions.

If the transaction requesting the lock has higher pri

ority tluni tin' t.ransaction holding the lock, the higher-priority transaction is
granted tlie lock after the lock-holding transaction aborts. Otherwise, the lockrequesting transaction waits. Tlris approach is deadlock free if the priority of
transactions do('s not chang(' during their execution and the priorities of the
transactions are unique. Also, this approach prevents priority inversion, be
cause a liigh('i-|)riority transaction never waits for a lower-priority transaction.
It is condnded in [25] that aborting a low priority transaction is preferable in
real-time database systems to Ijlocking a high priority transaction by inheriting
its priority. On the other hand. Priority Abort approach wastes more resources
due to aborting transactions.
Timestani|)-based protocols assign timestamps to transactions based on
their start tiiru' for resolving conflicts.

This protocol is not a good choice

for real-time database management systems, because tlie timestamp order has
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no relatioiisliii) l,o transact ion priority order.
With o|.)tiinistic concuri'ency control protocols, transactions are validated
for conunitnuMit after they complete their execution. Backwai’d validation or
forward validat.ion is perforiiK'd by the protocol to validate transactions [16, 19].
In backward validation, th(' validating transaction is aborted if it has conflicts
with transactions that hav(' alrc'a.dy committed. Otherwise, it is committed. In
forward validation, either i Ik' validating transaction or currently active trans
actions that liav(' conflicts with tlu' validating transaction are aborted.
Although t.li(' optimistic (•(oncuri'ency control protocol is nonblocking and
deadlock-fr(H\ tiainsaction a.borts and restarts waste I'esources.

2.4*3

Commitment of Transactions

In distributer I real-time datal.)ase systems, atomic commitment property en
sures that the effects of a distributed transaction on the data result at all sites
in all or nolliing fasliion.

In tliese systems, the simplest and most popular

atomic commilinent protocol used is the two-phase commit protocol [6].

2.5

Replication

Data, replicatioii is important in real-time datalrase systems due to high data
availability a.iid inrproved i('ad periormance it provides. However, in a repli
cated datalra.se system, access to a data item is distributed across the sites
each has a c()|)y of the item. It is necessary to ensure the mutual consistency
of the replicaled data., i.e., (.o ('irsure that all copies of a replicated data behave
like a single copy. Communication overhead experienced while updating the
multiple copiers of a data ib'in ma.y degrade the performance of the systenr.
In [22]. the impa.ct of ı■('plica.tion in a. distributed datalrase system on sa.tisfying the liming constrainls of real-time transactions is evaluated. In tha.t
work, chffei'('iit a implication types that a.re characterized by the fraction of upe transactions processed and the distribution of accessed data, items are
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considered, ll is shown tlial. lor a|)plications where majority oi tra.nsa.ctioiis
are read-onl\' ix'plicatiori improves the s^^stem periormaiice. But, lor upda.te in
tensive applications, due to the overhead of update synchronization among the
multiple copi('s of the upda.l ('d data., replication causes the system perlormance
to decrease. Another resull ohta.ined is that replication iinproves [)eriorma.nce
of the system as site lailiij-(\s Ix'come more frequent.

Chapter 3
A Mobile Real-Time Database
System Model

In [13], rescaich issues tor mobile data mciucigeinent are discussed under the
categorization of mobility, disconuectiou, new data, access modes, and scale. In
[23], the issLK' of real-time support for mobile applications is also considered.
Providing timely response to transactions of tlie underlying a.pplication is im
portant in mobile computing systems. For example, in mobile environments,
the location information of a mol)ile host can be treated as a dynamically
changing value, 'rherefon'. a (|uery on the location information of a. mobile
host should be associated willi a. timing constraijit to produce precise answers.
The constrai nts of mobih' computing systems make it difficult to meet timing
constraints of (.be applications, fjow bandwidth and unreliable wireless liidis,
and frecpient disconnections increase the overhead of communication of molrile
hosts with tin' static part of ( he system. Mobility of hosts makes the location
information dynamic which lesults in a considerable increase in the cost of
search a.nd updates on mobile host location.
in order to have a. rea.sonal)le performance for a mobile real-time database
system, research issues in conventional real-time database systems should be
reconsidered (o overcome ( he constraints imposed by the mobile computing
systems^

17
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In this clia|)l('r, we propose' a. real-tirne datal.)ase s^^stem model suitable For
mol)ile ('o rn]:>111.ii]g en v iro 11m(' 111s .

3.1

A Mobile Real-Time Database System Model

[n our mobile' romputirig system model, we assume that all fixed hosts can
be considere'.d a,s mol)ile sui.)|)ort sta.tions (MSSs) (See Figure 2.1). All S3^stern
components are' a.ssumed to be Failure Freeh Each MSS has a databcise server
and a da.tabase' e:onsists oF pages. Strict data consistency is enforced in our
system.
In our sysi.e'iii, each rnolhle' host is associated with a coordinator MSS that
coordinates the operations oF the transactions submitted by that mobile host.
Unless otlierwise' stated, we' will assume that tlie coordinator site of a .mobile
host is fixed. lle)wever, due' le) mobilit}^, distance between the current MSS of
a mobile host and its cooreliiiate)r site may increase and therefore it might be
better to reloe ale the coordinator site to reduce the communication and search
overhead lietw’ee'ii the currenl MSS of the mobile host and tlie coordinator site.
We will also devote a section to tlie discussion of the performance impact of
relocation of llu' coordinator site in the next chapter.

3*1

Transaction Execution

A mobile I'eal-tirne transa.clion is a distributed transaction tliat has a timing
constraint in l('i ins of a deadline, a.nd is executed at the generating mobile host
and possibly at some Fixed hosts. Hereafter, we will use the terms transaction
and mobile ti ansaction interi hangeabl}^
Our transaction execution model is ¿in extension of the model in [22] to
mobile compnting systems. In onr model transcictions ¿ire generatc'd l)y mobile
hosts ¿ind snl)initted to tlu' svstem. E¿ıch mol)ile host is allowed to submit a
H3iit, ¿VS vve iiK'iilioiK'cl befor('. one of the chcircicteristics of a mobile computing system
is thcit n'iol)ile hosts ami the vvii-(^less links ¿ire prone to fciilures. Therefor(', we will ¿ilso
investigat(' the iiii|)act of the wii'ch^ss link fciilure in a sep¿ir¿ite section in the next clnipter.
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transaction only after tlie picvious transaction has finislied. So, each mobile
host has at most one transaction at a time in tlie system.
Each transa.ction exists in ( he system in the form of a. mobile master process
(MMP) at tli(' <>;enerating mobile host, a. Jixed master process (FMP) at the
coordinator sile of the geiK'ratiiig mobile host, and cohort processes at sites
where data, operations are ('Xi'cuted. Each transaction can have a.t most one
cohort pi’ocess at a sit(\
Tra,tisactions consist of R<a.(L Write and user interaction operations. (Con
trol and data ı■<’(|tıest messa.L’vs for each /feat/and Write operation are sent to
cohort processes at relevant data sit<;s under the coordination of EMP. For each
Read or Writ( opercttion a global data dictionary is referred to find out the rel
evant data. si(('s. Eacli data, site lias a. copy of this global data, dictionary. VVe
assume that the write set of a ti-ansaction is a subset of its rea.d set. The data
items are a.ccrssc'd randomly by a trcuisaction. A user interaction operation
is handled at the generating host of the transaction. It can be considered as
reading a local data, item fi'om the mobile host that general.es the tra.nsaction.
A mobile I ransaction ma\· be executed in one of two wavs:

1. The entire transa.ction ma.y be submitted in a single request message to
the fixed netwoi'k (Figiin' f .l ) . In this Cctse FMP Ims the control of the
execution of the transaction. .After FMP completes the execution of the
tra.nsaction, it returns llie result to the MMP. VVe will call tins strategy
for executing the transactions ESFH (Execution Site is a Eixed Host).
2. Control oi' data I'equest ni('ssa.ge for each Read and Write operation of a
tra.nsaction ina.y be submitted one after another to FMP by MMP(Figure .■1.2).
FMP coordinates each i('(|uest in the fixed network and acknowledges the
result to .MMP. Proc(\s.sing of each operation is performed at the mobile
host. I'll is execution si rategy will be called EShLII (Execution Site is a
Mobile ¡lost).
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l''igure

'rransactioii Execution Strategy EiSEH

In the first a.pproa.cfi, (jlM |)ovver of the mobile host is not used for process
ing trcUisa.ction operations making it more suitable for mobile liosts which do
not ha,ve povvei'ful (jlMJs.

I''igure .'3.2: diansaction Execution Strategy ESMH
Each transaction has a uni(|ue priority based on its timing constraint which
is used in ord('ring resource and data access requests of transactions. Transac
tions are assuiiK'd to be firm deadline transactions (i.e., the transciction that
has missed its d('adline is aborU'd and discarded from the system[16, 19]). Both
FMP and MMP can initiale the abort when the deadline of the transaction
expires.'" We assume that I lie system has no pre-knowledge ol the transaction
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execution rec|iiireinents, such as tlie pa.ges to i)e accessed and tlie execution
time estima.tion of the transact, ¡on.
If a transaction aborts bc^lorc' its deadline expires because of a data conflict,
it is restarted with the sa.inc d('adline and priority.

3*1.2

Concurrency Control

Serializability is ensured by ili(' two-phase locking protocol.

Priority Abort

approach is used for resolving data conflicts [1]. Each fixed site in the system
has a sclieduhn· to manage the lock requests of the cohort processes.

Each

cohort process (\xecuting al a fixed site has to obtain a shared lock on each
data item it nxids, and an (cxcliisive lock on each data item it writes. If a lock
request is denii'd, the cohort process requesting the lock is blocked until the
lock is relea.sed.
If a data il('in is locked in shared mode by one or more cohort ].)rocesses, a
cohort process requesting a shared lock on the data item is granted the lock
if its priority is gi*eater tha.n l lie maximum priority of all cohort processes, if
any, whicli ar(' waiting to lock the data item in exclusive mode.
Global serializability is provirled by holding the locks of a transaction until
the transaction has been committed.

3.1.3

Atomic Commitment

Atomic roimnil.ment of a. I raiisa.ction is provided by using a modified version
of two plia.se commit (2PC) piotocol [6]. In this protocol, FMP is designated
as the coordinator, and eadi cohort process executing on a data site a.cts as a
participant. 'J Ik' pi'otocol can Ix' described as follows;

• If MMP has tlie control of the transaction execution, it initiates the com
mit l)y sniding a vot(' re(|uest to FMP.
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• IfFN4Pli as the control (h the transaction execution, it initiates the coininit
I))' s(nidin,L>; a vote' recjiK'st message to all participants. Otherwise, after
receiving tlu' vote recpirst nu^ssage from iVIMP, it sejicls a vote request
message to ail pa.rticipanl s.
• When a participa.nt receix'es a vote request message, it responds hy sending
to F.MP a mc'ssage containing that particii)ant’s vote : Yes or A^o. If the
participant votes No, it d('cid(\s /

1

and stops.

• F'MP colh'cts tlie vote iiK'ssages from all ])articipants. If all of them were
Yes, and th(' FMP’s vot(' is also Yes then FMP decides Coriiviit cind sends
commit messages to all participants. Otherwise, FMP decides Abort and
sends abort messages 1(; all participants that voted Yes. In either case
FM.P sends Ilie decision lo MMP and stops.
• Each paj i.ici|)ant that voted Yes Wciits for commit or a.bort messcige from
the coordinator. When il, receives the message, it makes its decision ¿iccordingl}’ and stops.
• Wlien M.M P receives c.ommit or abort message from FMP, it makes its
decisi()n a.ccordingly and stops.

If FM P do(\s not have the cont rol of transaction executioji, it rec'eives a. mes
sage from MMP for t.he initiation of commit operation. Due to disconnection
of the mobile host, FMP may not be able to receive this message before the
deadline of th(' transaction expires. In such a case FMP can unilaterally abort
the transaction in ord(vr to pr('V(mt data items to be kept locked unnecessarily
a long time by t lu' transaction.
A transaction is assumed to be committed when FMP decides commit. After
FMP sends tli(' vote request iiK'ssage to all participants, it is not allowed to
abort the tra.iisaction in case of a data conflict.
When a cohoi't process corninits it writes the updates into the local database.
If the cohort process aborts then the updates are just ignored.
teri'nin<h.tion ol tlu' cohort procc'ss all its locks are released.

Before the
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HandofF

Old MSS

Wireless Cell

New MSS

·□-

Wireless Cell

'igiire 3.3: Hancloff Operation
Due to mobility of users mobile liosts may cross the boundary between two
cells (Figur(' 3.3). In order to keej) connectivity of a mobile host to the fixed
network a tiamkdf process occiii's. During handoff the new cell’s MSS takes the
responsibility oF the mobile host From the old cell’s MSS. 3’his process should
be transparenl t.o the user.
Our handoll’ prot.ocol is similar to the one descril^ed in [9]. We assume tliat
each MSS broadcasts beacons over its wireless link. Each beacon carries its
sender MSS’s address.

l\ mol)ile host monitors the wii'eless signal strength

it receives From neighboring MSSs. The niol)ile host may decide to initiate
a handoif proc(\ss when the signal received from a new MSS is substantially
stronger tha.n that rc^reived from tlie old MSS.
Handoif pr(;f(\ss goes as follows :

1. The mobih' Fiost sends a liandoif request message that contains the a,ddress oF i Ik' mobile host and that oF the old MSS to the new MSS. IF the
coordinal or sit(' is fixed, it· also sends the address of the coordinatof site.
2. When th(' iK'w .MSS receiva's tlie liandoff request of the mol)ile liost, it
updates its location table and sends a. notify message to the old MSS to
in Form it.
3. When tlu' old MSS receives the notify message of the new MSS it updates
itsdocation I,aide so that the messages for tlie mobile host can be redirected
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to the lU'vv MSS. The old MSS acknowledges with the address of the
coordiua.1 or site' of the inol)ile host if the coordinator site is not fixed.
4. When th(' new MSS receives the acknowledgment message, it updates its
location ta.ble to redirect messages from the mobile host to the coordinator
site of tin' mobile host.
Current MSS

Coordinator Site
/

/

/ /'
/ /
I I
If if

—^

Next MSS

MSS
Coordinator Site
:’e 3.4: Linked List Structuix' Between Coordinettor Site and Current MSS
In this wa.y. as shown in higure 3.4, a distributed linked list structure is
constructed for the location itdbrmation of the mobile host Itetween the coor
dinator site and the current MSS of the mobile host.

3.1.5

Disconnection

One of the chai-act('ristics of mobile computing systems is fre(|uent disconnec
tion of mol)il(' hosts due to limited battery power, unavailability of wireless
links, and high monetary cost of wireless links. Supporting disconnected op
eration is an important issue in mobile database systems. Disconnection of a
mobile, host can be anticipated and prepared before the disconnection occurs.
Our database system model supports discoiinected operation only by complet
ing the transnussion of the messa.ge that is being transmitted on the wireless
link. But, dui ing tlu' disconnection period, communication between FMP and
MMP is not possibh'.
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In order t,o pix'veiit a transacl ion to block otlier transact.ions clue to a data
conflict after its deadline expires, FMP has right to unilaterally abort the
transaction cvc'ii if it does not have the execution control of the transaction.
If FMP has tlu' control of the tiansaction execution it can commit or abort
the tra.nsa.ctioii during disconnectfon. Upon reconnection of the molrile host it
informs MMP about transaction abort or commit.

Chapter 4
Simulation Experiments

4.1

Simulation Model

VVe have im|)lenienl,ecl our mobile real-time databawe system modc'l on a sim
ulation program written in CSIM[21], a process oriented simulation language',
in order to evaluate the system performance on diflereut parameter settings.
d'he simulation model piirameters are listed in Table 4.1. Our mobile com
puting system consists of NuniFHosts fixed hosts, NumMHosls mobile hosts
and a fixed network connecting fixed hosts. All fixed hosts are assumed to be
MSSs and mobile hosts are connected to fixed part via wireless links over tlu'
MSSs.
For each message seiit/received by any host MsgCPU'I'imc msecs CPU tiim'
is used. VVe assume that there is no contention for wireless link l)a.ndwidth.
The size of a control message is ContMsgSize bytes.
fixed host has NuniFhCPU CPUs and a disk.

These resources are

shared by all users. Each mobile host has only one CJPU and this CPU is used
only by the mobile user himself. PageCPUTime is the time requirtxl to proc('ssa page on a fixed host, and DiskTvine is the time r(X[uired to access a pag(' on
disk. The time required to process a page on a mobile host is PagcCPUTiinr
* CPU Ratio.
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ExecStrategy
NumFHosts
NwrnMHosts
ThinkTinie
LocalDBSize
PageSize
M ernSize
NurnFhCPU
PageCPUTinie
MsgCPUTime
CPU Ratio
NuniAccessed
Nuni Userinl
Disk Time
UpdTrProb
WriteProb
SlackRate
WiredBand
■ WirelessBand
ContMsgSize
Handofflnt
HandofiProb
Connectint
DisconProb

execution strategy
number of fixed hosts
number of mobile hosts
think time
local database size in number of data, pages
pcige size
memory size at each Ell in nurnlrer of data pages
number of CPUs at a FII
CPU time to process a. data page at a EH
CPU time to process n message
rehitive power of a EH CPU to a MH CPU
number of pages accessed
number of user interactions
10 time to access a page on a disk
fraction of update transactions
write probability of a pa.ge for an update transaction
slack rate
wired link bandwidth
wireless link bcindwidth
control message size
liandoff interval
handoff probability
connectivity interval
disconnection probability^

Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters
Each fixed host has a local database of size LocalDBSizt pages. MemSizc is
the memory size of a fixed host in number of data pa.ges.
Each trcuisaction consists of Read, Wrile and user mteraction opei'ations.
Number of Read and user interaction operations are NurnAccessed. and NurnUserlnt, respectively. A trcinsaction is specified a.s an update transaction
with probability UpdTrProb. A page that is accessed by an update transaction
is updated with probability WriteProh. Each transaction is associated with
a priority in order to resolve conflicts and schedule resources.

The priority

assignment policy used in our model is earliest deadline first.
Transactions cire submitted by each mobile host one after anotlier. After
a transaction has committed, the generating host of the transaction waits tor
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ThinkTvme seconds to submit the next transaction.
The features of mobility are simulated by using the parameters HandoJfJiil\
HundoffProb, ConnecUnt and DisconProb. A mobile host changes its location
at the beginning of eadi Handofflnt time interval with proljability HandoJJProb. A mobile host stays connected/disconnected on tlie a.verag(' ('ounceIIill
seconds, and a connected mobile host disconnects at the beginning of the next
(Jonnectint time interval with the probability DisconProb, and a disconnected
mobile host reconnects at the beginning of the next Connectint time interval
vvitli the probability (1 - DisconProb).

4.1.1

Deadline Assignment

Let Arrivall'iine(T), ExecTiineEsl(T), and SlackTime{T) denote tlie arrival
tiiTie, execution time estimate, and shick time of a transaction T, respectively.
The deadline of the transaction T is determined, similar to [22], l)y the tbrmula:
Deadline{T) = ArrivalTirne(T) + E xccT im eE st[T ) + SiackTiinc[T)
The slack time of a transaction is chosen randomly from an exponential dis
tribution with a. mean of SlackRatc times the estimated execution time of the
transaction.
In ca.lculating the execution time estimate of a, transa.ction, we assumed
an unloaded system wliere FJxecSlralegy is ESFH. The values used for otliei·
parameters in calculation are the ones given in Table 4.;^.

4.1.2

System Components

The components of our simulation model are shown in Figure 1.1. I'iacli mo
bile host in our system has a transaction generator, a transaction manager,
a message server, a handoff handler, a disconnection predictor, and for the
mobile transaction executed an MMP. Fach fixed host has a transaction man
ager, a message server, a location server, a. data irnmager, a, scheduler, and for
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Figure 4.1: System Components
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each inol)ile host it coordinates, a.n FMP and for eacli transaction that lias
submitted an opera.tion to it, a cohort process (FCP).
Transactions are generated by the transaction generator at mobile liost ac
cording to the transaction modeling parciraeters and submitted to the local
transaction manager.

Deadline and priority cissignment of a transaction is

performed by the transaction generator.
The trausciction nicuiager at a mobile host initiates an MMP at the mobile
host and sends a message to the MSS of the mobile host for the initiation
of FMP a.t the coordinator site. The transaction nicinager at tlie MSS that
recei\^es an FMP initiation message first checks whether it is the coordinatoi'
site of the mobile host that has sent the message. If so, it initiates an FMP foi·
the transaction. Otherwise, it sends the recjiiest to location server to locate tlie
coordinator site. Operation request and reply messciges are directed to relevant,
master and cohort processes.
Message' server is responsible with the transmission of messa,ges between
hosts.

Sending rnessciges from a site is organized based on the priorities of

messages.

Mobility management messages liave the higliest priority in the

system. Each transaction operation message has the jjiviority of tlu' associated
transaction. Wireless network is assumed to Iiave no contention.
Due to mobility, mobile hosts can change their location and access the fixed
network from different points at different times. In order to locate a mobih'
host and its coordinator from any fixed host, during handofi'operation a liidved
list structure is constructed (Figure 3.4). Tlie location sdrver is responsible for
constructing this list and by using this list it redirects messages between the
coordinator site and the current MSS of a mobile host. When the coordinator
site relocation is used, location server is also res|ionsible for r(4ocating tfie
coordinator site.
Disconnection and reconnection of a. mobile host are initiated liy the dis
connection predictor, and handoff operation is initiated by tlie handoff handh'r
by using the relevant parameters of our model.
ations of a transaction is controlled liy MMP and FMP. FM P |)rovides

:3I
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the execution of Read and Write opei'cvtions via FCPs.
In order to access a page, a cohort process first requests a lock troni the
scheduler on the relevant data page. Scheduler is responsible lor the s(irializable
executions of the transactions by making use of a concurrency control protocol.
After a. cohort process is granted the lock on a. data, page, the cohort |)rocess
can access that page. If the page is not in memory, then tlie data, manager
transfers, the page from the disk into memory. It is assumed tha.t a. page is in
memory with the probability
M emSi z 11Loca ID B Si z c
if MernSize is less than or equal to LocalDBSize.

Data, manager uses the

priorities of the transactions in handling page transfer requests.
I/O and CPU services are ordered by the resource manager at a. site. CP(.I
scheduling policy is preemptive-resume priority scheduling, and 1 /0 scheduling
policy is non-preemptive priority scheduling.
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Experiments

Default parameter settings for each of the simulation experiments are presented
in Table 4.2. These values were chosen to have a system with high resourcf'
utiliza.tion cit ail fixed hosts. Access to the Ibllowing list of resources can lead
to contention :

ExecStrategy
NuinFHosts
NmnMHosts
ThinkTime
LocalDBSize
PageSize
MemSize
NumFhCPU
PageCPUTime
MsgCPUTime
CPU Ratio
N'umAccesstd
N'urn Userlnt
DiskTime
UpdTrProb
WriteProb
SlackRate
WiredBand
WirelessBand
ContMsgSize
IlandoffProb
DisconProh

ESMH, ESFH
10
100
0 sec
200 pages
4096 bytes
100 pages
2
8 msec
2 msec
2
8-16 pages
0
12 msec
0.5
0.5
5.0
10 Mbps
2 Mbps
256 bytes
0
0

Table 4.2; Default Parameter Settings

• CPUs cit a fi.xed host,
• disk of a fixed host,
• wired link, and
• database.
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In our system, we cissume no contention on the (JPU oi the molrile hosts
and the wireless links.
Each experiment run until 10000 transactions are executed in the whole
system. We have performed experiments for both ('xecution strategies ESlVJil
and ESFH.
The performance metric used for the evaluations is the succef<s ratio, i.e.,
the ratio of the number of transactions committed to the total numlrer ol
transa.ctions generated. In order to be aide to interpret performance results,
we have also calculated the following performance metrics for each experiment:

• Restart Ratio: Avercige number of restarts experienced by each transac
tion.
• Data Conflict Ratio: The ratio of the number of conilictiiig data access
requests to the total number of data access requests by all transactions.
• Coordinator Site Search Ratio: Average number of coordinator site search
requests per transciction.
• Mobile Host Search Ratio: Average number of mobile host search requests
|)er transaction.

We have conducted experiments in two separate parts. Th(' first part con
sists of the experiments that evaluate the performance impact ol the system
parameters, and the second part includes an investigation of various mobile
system issues, namely, handoff, disconnection, relocatic.ii ol transaction coor
dinator, and wireless link failure.
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Impact of System Parameters

Transaction Load

At ciii,y time instant, each mobile liost can lurve at most oiu' transaction exe
cuting ill the s_ystern. Therefore, increasing the number of mobile hosts corre
sponds to an increase in the system load. The maximum number of transactions
in tlie system is NurnMIlosts at any time.
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Figure 4.2: Success Ratio vs NumMHosts
In this experiment, we varied the number of molrile hosts { NuinMHosts)
from 20 to 100 in increments of 20. Tins range of transaction loa.d lea.ds to
a CPU utilization of 0.28 to 0.76 for the case of ESMII, and of 0.59 to 0.89
for the case of ESFH. The ranges for I/O utilization observed with ESMII and
ESFH are 0.35 to 0.89 and 0.62 to 0.89, respectively. We liave chosen tlie upper
value for the transaction load as 100 because for the larger values of transaction
load, the system becomes overloaded and unstable. The other parameters were'
assigned the default values specified in Table 4.2.
Under these parameter settings the performance of the system for the stral.egies ESMH and ESFH in terms of the success ratio is shown in Figure 4.2. Re
member that ESMH represents the case where the execution site is the moliile
host, and ESFH represents the case where the execution site is the fixed host.
As it is seen, the performance of the system degrades for both the strategic's
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ESMH and ESFH as the trcuisactiori load increases, and lor all ranges of l.lie
transaction load ESFH perlbrnis better than ESA4H. This is because ESMII
involves an additional wireless link delay for each data access request, and uses
less powerful CPU of the mobile host.
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Figure 4.3: Conflict Ratio vs NumMHosts
The reasons for the decrease in the performance of botli stra.tegies ESMH
a.nd ESFH are the increasing load on the physical resources a.nd tlu' increas
ing number of conflicts.

Figure 4.3 shows how the conflict ratio changes in

these e.xperiments. For both FSMH and FSFH, as the system load inci'eases,
the conflict ratio also increases due to the increasing number of data accc'ss
requests, and hence increasing probability of conflict between the concurrent
transactions. At lower levels of the system load, botli ESMII and ESFll ex
perience about tire same number of conflicts. But at higher system loads, the
number of conflicts with ESMH becomes higher and the difFei’enc(' between
the results obtained with ESMH and ESFH cdso increases. Because, in case of
ESFIi, at higher loads, the number of transactions whose deadlines c'xpire due
to high (fPU contention increases, resulting in reduced number of data access
requests by the active transactions.
The effect of increasing CPU contention can a.lso be seen by looking al
the restart ratios (Figure 4.4). .Although, at lower levels of tra.usactioii load
restart ratio of ESFH is higher than that of ESMH, at higher levels of load tlie
situation is the opposite. The increasing ratio of the restarts at lower levels tor
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Figure 4.4: R.e.start Ratio vs NuniK4Hosts
Iroth ESMH and ESFH is clue to the increasing data conflicts. But at higher
levels of the load, high contention of the CPU in case of ESFH overweights the
effect of conflicts and some of the transactions ciborted diu' to a da.ta. conflict
can not be restarted. Therefore, the number of restarts does not increase at
higher loads for ESFH.

Think Time

Figure 4.5: Success Ratio vs ThinkTirne
Increasing the think time reduccjs the number of active transactions in the
system at any instant. This results in less data and resource contention in the
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Figure 4.6: Conflict Ratio vs ThinkTirne
system, hence resulting in improved performance in terms of the success ratio.
In these experiments, we varied the think time from 0 to 5 in increments of 1.

Figure 4.7; Restart Ratio vs ThinkTime
In Figure 4.5, for all parameter settings ESFE performs better, and the
perfornumce of both ESMH and ESFH increases at lower ranges of tliink time,
and they are not ciffected much at higher ranges. The increase at lovvei· levcrls
is due to decreasing contention oji the physical resources and data, resulting in
less conflict ratio (Figure 4.6) and restart ratio (P'igure 4.7). At higher range's,
the contention on the physical resources and the data becomes rather small.
Therefore, most of the transactions in case of ESl'41 succeeds to mee't tln'ii'
deadlines.

The lower success ratio in case of PISMH is due to wireless liidv
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delay and the less powerful mobile host CPU, as we explained belore

Slack Rate

Figure 4.8: Success Ratio vs SlackRate
The slack rate controls the tightness of trcmsaction deiidlines. Incix'asing the
slack rate causes the transaction deadlines to become looser, resulting in more
transactions to meet their deadlines. In these experiments, we varied the slack
rate from 3.0 to 9.0 in increments of 2.0.
As it is shown in Figure 4.8, increasing the slack rate inci'eascs tlie success
ratio for both ESMH and ESFH.

W
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Transaction Size
In order to examine the ellects oI the transaction size, vve varied the nutnhei'
of pages accessed by each transaction iroiii 4 to 20 in increnients ol 4.

o—
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Figure 4.9: Success Ratio vs NuinAccessed

Figure 4.10: Conflict Ratio vs NurnAccessed
For both ESMH and ESFH, as the transaction size increases tlie success
ratio decreases linearly as shown in Figure 4.9. This result is due to the (act
that the trcinsactions stay longer in the system, resulting in higher data conflict
ratio (Figure 4.10), and higher transaction restart ratio (Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.11: Restart Ratio vs NuuiAccessed

Local Database Size

Figure 4.12: Success Ratio vs LocalDBSize
In this experiment, we evciluated the performance of the s,ystem by clianging the
local database size from 100 to 400 pages in increments of 50. The perlormancc'
results in terms of success ratio is shown in Figure 4.12. Increasing tlie local
database size increases the performance of both ESMH and lilSFIl. 4'his is diu'
to the decreasing conflict ratio (Figure 4.13), because as the local database'
size increases the probability that two transactions access the same data item
decreases. 'I'liis also results in smaller restart ratio (Figure 4.14).
Changing the local database size also affects the I/O load oi the system.
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Figure 4.13: Conflict Ratio vs LocalDBSize
When the local database size is increased, the probabilit}^ that a requested
data item can be found in the main memory becomes less. This results in an
I/O request to read the the requested data from disk. However, altliough tlie
1 /0 load increases, the overall performance ol the system becomes better when
a larger datcibase size is maintained. This result shows that the number of data,
conflicts and restarts has more impact on the performance than the amount of
I/O operations.

Figure 4.14: Restart Ratio vs LocalDBSize
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Data Contention
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Figure 4.15: Success Ratio vs VVriteProb
We evaluated the effect of the data contention by changing the write prol)ability at ecich data ciccess ol an iqichrte transaction. As it is sliown in I'igure 4.15, increasing the write probability degrades the system perfortnance.
Larger nurnlrer of write opercitions means larger number of data, con diets among
transactions (Figure 4.16), and therefore larger number of transaction restai ts
(Figure 4.17).
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Figure 4.16: Conflict Rn,tio vs WriteProb

Cliaiiging the write probabilit}/’ also affects the I/O load ol the s^^stein,
because each write operation requires a disk access to store' the updated data
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Figure 4.17: Restart Ratio vs VVriteProb
item on stable storage. The increased I/O load is cinother lactor that makes
the perfornicuice worse when the number ol write operations is increased.

CPU Availability

O ------ O E S M H
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Figure 4.18: Success Ratio vs NurnFhCPU
The number of CPUs at a fixed host determines the average load on ('acli
CPU. As the number oi CPUs increases, tiie load and contention on ('acli ( PI ■
decreases. Elspecially ESFH is affected by the number of CPUs, because with
ESFH, all processing requests for the execution of the transactions are satisfied
by the,_CPUs at the fixed hosts.
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Figure 4.18 shows the performance results obtained by varyiug the number
of CPUs at a fixed host.

As we can see, the change in the perfoi-mauce ol

ESFH is more thcin that of ESMH. At the lowest value oF NuinEliXHU, tlie
performance ol ESEH is worse than the perlormance ol ES-VIll. But at higher
values of NwinEhCPU, due to decreased load on the CPUs, ESFH outperlorms
ESMH.

User Interaction

A user interaction operation is requested from a mobile host which generates
transactions. It can be treated as reading a local data item, iherelore, with
ESMH a user interaction is satisfied locally, there is no need tor any wireless
link communication. But, with ESFH, a wireless link dela.y is experienced.
In this experiment, we varied the number of user interaction oirerat.ions from
0 to 8 in increments of 2 in order to evaluate the impact of user interaction.
Performance results are shown in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19: Success Ratio vs NurnUserlnt
As the degree of user interactions is increased the perlormance ot ESMH
gets a little bit better. This might be explained by the fact that our system
is inclined to assign larger deadlines to transactions when larger number ol
user interaction operation is expected to be experienced l:>y transactions. The
performance of ESFH, on the oilier hand, degrades as tlie number of user
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intercictions increcises. This is clue to wireless link delay ex|)erienced l)y hSKll
for each user interaction recjiuist by transactions.

4.2.2

Impact of Mobile System Issues

Disconnection

A mobile host disconnects itself freciuently from the system in order to save its
limited energy and cvlso due to unavailability of wireless links at some parts.
When a mobile host disconnects from the system, it can no longer submit trans
actions or operations to the system. So, any trcinsaction oi- operaticm rec|uest
by the mobile host cannot be satisfied. Therefore, discounection results in a.
degradation in the performance of the system, and tliis degra,elation increases
as the probability of disconnection increases.
In this e.xperiment, we evaluated the performance of the syst,em ljy varying
the disconnection probability of the mobile host, DisconProb, from 0.2 to 0.8
in increments of 0.2. Recall that DisconProb is the probability tliat a mol)ile
host is disconnected during the time interval Connectlnt. In this exi)eriment.
ConnecUnl was assigned the value 10 secs.
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Figure 4.20: Success Ratio vs DisconProb
As it is shown in Figure 4.20, the performance of the system in terms of
success ratio decreases while increasing the disconnection probal^ility.
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Increasing the probability of disconnections results in decreasing the iiuniber
of active transactions in the system. Therefore, the number of conflicts Iretvveen
the active transactions decreases (Figure 4.21).
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Figure 4.21: Conflict Ratio vs DisconProb

Decreasing the nuniber of cictive transactions also leads to a deci'ease in
the load of the physical resources.

The decrease in both the conflict ratio

and the load on the phj^sical resources results in reduced number of restarts
(Figure 4.22).
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Figure 4.22: Restart Ratio vs DisconProb
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Although we observe a decreases in the number ol data, couilicts and transac
tion restarts, this does not meiin that the perfornicUice is improved. VVlrilc the
mobile computers sta.y disconnected for some period ol time, the transactions
that require resources on fixed hosts are suspended that makes it dillicult to
complete their execution within specified deadlines. Therelore, inerc^asing the
proba.bility of disconnections results in worse pertonna.nce.

HandofF

In a mobile environment, users ma.y cross the boundary between two cells. In
order to keep connectivity of ci mobile host to the fixed network a. handofl
process needs to occur. During the handoft o])eration cv distributed linked list
structure is constructed for the location information of the mobile host that
needs to be exchanged between the coordinator site and the current MSS ol the
mobile host (Figure 3.4). The communication and search overhead introduced
by the handoff process causes more transactions to miss their deadlines.
Remember that a messcige transmission occurs between tfie coordinator site'
and the mobile host during transaction subrnission/termination and user in
teraction with ESFH, and for the coordination of Read, Write, Coviimt, Abort
operations with ESMH.
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Figure 4.23: Sucx'ess Ratio vs HaiidoiiProl^
The performance results obtained by varying the handoff probability are
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shown in Figure 4.23.
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In this e.xperiment, simuJa.tion time is clix’ided into

HandofJInl time intervals which ha.d the value 3 seconds. A handoiF process
occurs at the beginning of each time interval with proba.bility HandoJJProb. VVe
varied the lianclofF probability from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.2. The value of 0
corresponds to the case where no haiidoff process occurs. In this e.x|)erim('nt,
we set the value of the mmiF:>er of user interactions to 0.
As we can see, ESFH is not affected by the handoff process. This is becausf'
after the submission of a transaction to coordinator site by a, mobile liost, there
is no need for message transmission between the coordinator site and the mobile
host until the transaction completes. But, with ESMH, no liandoff case pro
vides better perfonnance than that with hancloif case, and For all values of the
liandoFF probability, tlie perfornuince results are al^ont tlie same. Rememl)er
that we ha.ve used the forwarding pointers mechanism for determining the cur
rent address of a. moFjile computer, and as mol)ile hosts move randomly, aftei· a.
while the average length of links from the coordinator site t.o the current MSS
becomes equal for all values of the hand off probability. Therefore, the average
cost of communication and search between tlie coordinator site and tlu' current
MSS of the mobile liost is about the same after the system becomes stalile. h'or
this experiment, on the average, each transaction experienced about 39 .MSS
searches and about 15 coordinator site searches during its execution.
In order to see how user interaction affects the system perfonnance with
handoff process, we varied the number of user interactions from 0 to 8 in
increments of 2. In this experiment, HandojJInt had the value of 3 seconds and
HandoffProb had the value of 0.2.
As illustrated in Figure 4.24, with EISMH, the decrease in the peiforma.ncc'
of the system due to handoFF is not ciffected by varying the number oF user in
teractions. But, with ESFH, as the number of user interactions increases, the
performance degradation of the system also increases. 'I'lns is due to incix'asing
cost of communication and search for the message transmissions lietwi'ni (Jk'
coordinator site and and the current MSS. When the numlier of user inteiactions is 0, coordinator site search ratio (i.e., average number ol coordinator
site sf^arch requests per transaction) and mobile host search ratio (i.e., average'
number of mobile host search requests per transaction) have the values ot 0.84
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Figure 4.24: Success Ratio vs NuinUserInt
and 1.67, respectively. But, these ratios reach the values ol 7.84 and 20.40,
respectively, when the number ol user interactions becomes 8.

Coordinator Relocation

Due to mobility, the distance between the current MSS ol a mol)ile host and
its coordinator site may increase and thereloi’e it might be better to relocate
the coordinator site to reduce the communication and search overliead between
the current MSS of the mobile host and the coordinator site.
In these experiments, we measured the impact ol relocating the coordinatoi·
site of a mobile host. When a new transaction is submitted to the system,
the coordinator is relocated at the current MSS of the generating host of the
transaction, if the current MSS is not the coordinator of the generating host..
Relocation has a cost for the system that consists of rnessa,ge exchanges Ijetween
the current MSS a.nd the coordinator ol a mobile host. During the transaction
execution, the coordinator site remains fixed.
In the first experiment, we measured the performcuice ol the system by
varying the handoff probability from 0.2 to 1.0 in increments ol 0.2. As we can
see in Figure 4.25, relocating the coordinator site degrades the pei loimaiK('
of the system for the execution strategy ESFH. This degradation is due to
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Figure 4.25: Success Ratio vs HanclofFProb
cost of the relocation. Because as we e.xplainecl with the hancloff e.xperiineiit
(see Figure 4.23), ESFH is not affected by the hancloff operation, 'f'herefore,
relocating the coordinator site decreases the performance of the system due
to the overhecid of relocation operation.

On the other hand, with ESMH,

the performance of the system increases with relocation, and this increase is
nearly the same for all values of the handoff probability, 'i’his increase is due
to decreasing cost of communication and search between the coordinator site
and the current MSS of the mobile host.
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Figure 4.26: Success Ratio vs NumUserInt
In ithe second experiment, we varied the number ol user interact ions b orn
0 to 8 in increments of 2. The performance results are shown in Figure 1.26.
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With the execution sti'citegy ESMH, the perlomiance of tlie s,ystem is not
affected by changing the number of user interactions, and for all values of tlu'
number of user interactions, ESMH with relocation ]rerforms better than vvitli
no relocation. With ESFH, at lower vcdues of the number of usf'r intera-ctions,
relocation does not help the performance of the system to improve due to the
cost of the relocation. At higher values, the cost of communication and search
outweigh the cost of relocation, so that relocation imjrroves the perfonnanci'
of the system.

Wireless Link Failure

In a mobile computing environment, mobile hosts are more prone to failures
than fixed hosts. Eor mobile hosts, the connection to the fixed part of the net
work is primarily provided through a. wireless link. Wireless links are relativo'ly
unreliable.
In this experiment, we measured the performance of the system l)y varying
the failure probability of the wireless link. The simulation time is divided into
Eailureint time intervals in which the wireless connection of a mobile liost to
the fixed part of the network is failed with probability EaihireProb during an
interval. Each interval is independent of other intervals.
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Figure 4.27: Success Ratio vs FailureProb
The performance results for the experiment are shown in Figuix' 4.27. In
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this experiment, Faihireint is assigned the vaiue of 5 seconds and the vaiue of
failure probability is changed from 0.2 to 0.8 in increments of 0.2. As we can
see, as the Vcilue of failure probability increases, the performance of the system
decreases for both execution strategies ESMH and ESFIl.
These results are similar to the perlbrmance results we presented with the
disconnection experiment at the beginning of this section. This is not suiprising, because the only difference between a failure and a disconnection in
a. mobile environment is that disconnection can be anticipated and necessary
actions can be taken belbrehand. In this thesis, the only action that we liave
tcdven in case of a disconnection is the comjrletion of the transmission of a
message that is being transmitted during disconnection.

Chapter 5
Conclusions

The emergence of mobile computing systems with recent develo|)ments in wire
less communication technology and portable coni]iuters enforces the system
designers to reconsider the issues in traditional distributed systems. Because,
mobile computing systems come with cei'tain constraints that arc' intrinsic to
them. Small size a.nd restricted resource capabilities of mobile com|)utei's, lim
ited bandwidth of wireless links, and molrility of users and hosts <vr(' some tlu'
examples of the constraints of mobile computing systems.
In this thesis, we proposed a. mobile database system model that suppoi'ts
real time response to underlying applications. We have constructed a transac
tion execution model and implemented it on a simulation program in order to
evaluate the system performance with two execution strategies, namely, ESMM
and ESFH. With the execution strategy E.SMH, control information and data
request messages for each operation of a transaction is sulnnitted one Iry one
to the coordinator site at the fixed pa.rt of the network. Upon completion of
processing the request at the fixed network, the result is returned back to thc'
mobile host. All CJPU processing of transaction is satisfied at the moliile liost
that generates the transaction. With the execution strategy E.Sh’ fl, a transac
tion is sulmiitted to tlie coordinator as a whole, d'lie transciction is executx'd
at the fixed host, however, user interaction operation re(|uests of the transac
tion are handled by the generating mobile host. In this strategy, all the CPU
processing of tlie transaction is satisfied a.t the fi.xed part ol the network.
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We have performed our experiments in two sepai'a.te pcvrts. In the first part,
we evaluated the impact of the system parameters on the pei'formauce of tlie
system. In the second part, we evalua.ted tlie impact of the mobile system
issues on the performance of the system. For all experiments, tlie performance
metric used was the success ratio, i.e., the ratio of transactions that niox't tlieii'
deadlines.
In the first part of the experiments, for all parameter settings, except the
lowest value of the number of CPUs at a fixed host in the CPU availability
experiment, the e.xecution strategy ESFH performed better tlmn the execution
strategy ESMId. This observation is not surprising, because ESMH experiences
more wireless link communication in all parameter setting and also uses the less
powerful CPU of the mobile host. With ESFH, as the number of user interac
tion operations increases the performance of the system becomes worse due to
increasing number of messcige transmissions over wireless liid<s. 'These results
show that low-power CPU of the mobile hosts and low-bandwidth wireless links
are the bottlenecks of the system.
In the second part of the experiments, it was seen that as tlu' probability
of disconnection and wireless link failure increases a degradation occurs in the
performance of the system. 'Phe performance irnjract of disconnections and
failures does not show much difference. This is because a disconnection is a
voluntary failure, and in this thesis the only action we have taken before a
disconnection is the completion of the transmission of a message that is being
transmitted during disconnection.
With the liandofFexperiments, when there was no user interaction, tlie strat
egy ESFH was not affected by the changes in the handoff prolral)ilit,y. Ilowevei',
ESMH performed worse when the probability of handoff was greater than zero;
and for all probability values greater than zero, the system perlbrmance was
about the same. 'Phis is because the average cost of communication between
the coordinator site and the current MSS of a. mobile host is about the sanu'
for all positive values of the handoff probability. We ha,ve used the forwai-cling
pointers mechanism for determining the current address of a mobile comjniter.
I.

and as mobile hosts move randomly, after a while the average lengUi of links
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from the coorcliiicitor site to the current MSS becomes equal For (liiiereut val
ues of the handoff probability. Hence, the average cost of c()nimuii¡cation (i.e.,
the cost of searches and message transmission delays) does not show mucli
rence.
When we performed handoif experiments l^y changing the numljer of user
interactions, we sa.w that the strategy ESMH is not affected by the number of
user interactions. This is l^ecause, with ESMH, a user interaction opei-ation
does not involve any wireless link comrnunication. On the otlier hand, witli
ESFH, increasing the degree of user interaction decreases the system perfor
mance due to the overhead of wireless link communication.
In another experiment we aimed to investigate the impact of relocating the
coordinator site. The purpose of relocating the coordinator site was to reduce
the communication cost between the coordinator and the current MSS of a mo
bile host. In this experiment, we concluded that when the total comiiiunication
cost between the coordinator site and the cun’ent MSS of a mol^ile host out
weighs the cost of relocation, the system performance can be improved. This
was the case for all parameter settings with ESMH. However, with ESEH, when
the number of user interactions was siimfl, relocating tlie coordinator site led
to worse performance due to the cost of relocation.
The concepts that we have considered in this thesis are the first ste|)s into
the field. There are lots of renuiining issues that should be considered as a
future work.

Among such issues are replication, query processing, I'ecovery,

and caching of data in mobile environments.
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